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(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and D ^ 0 a family

of A:-derivations of k[x,y]. We prove that k[x,y]D ,the ring of constants

with respect to D , is a free k[xp ,yp]-moá\i\t of rank p or 1 and k[x,y]D =

k[x",y",fu...,fP-û forsome /,,... ,/p_, e k[x,y]D .

In this note we generalize some results of A. Nowicki and M. Nagata on rings

of constants for fc-derivations of k[x ,y] in their paper [N-N]. Before stating

their results let us set up notations which will be used throughout this paper.

We assume that k is always a field of characteristic p > 0. A k-linear map

d:k[xx, ... ,xn] -* k[xx, ... ,xn] is called a ^-derivation of k[xx, ... ,xn] if

d satisfies the condition:

d(fg) = d(f)g + fd(g),       V/, *€*[*,,...,*„].

If   D   is   a   family   of   &-derivations   of   k[xx, ... ,xn],   we   denote   by

k[xx, ... ,xn]    the set of constants of D in k[xx,... ,xn], i.e.,

k[xx, ... ,xf = {f<=k[xx, ... ,xn] | d(f) = 0, V¿ g £>}.

If D = {d} , we simply write k[xx, ... ,xn]   = k[xx, ... ,xn]  .

It is easy to see that for any family D of k-derivations of k[xx, ... ,xn],

k[x"x , ... ,x^] ç k[xx, ... ,xnf; and k[xx, ... ,xnf, asa k[x{,... ,xpn\-

submodule of k[xx,... ,xa], is a finitely generated k[xpx , ... ,x^]-module. It

is interesting to consider relations between these two rings. Among other things,

in their recent paper [N-N] Nowicki and Nagata prove the following results:

A. [N-N, Proposition 4.2] If D ^ 0, p = 2, then there exists an f e k[x, y]

such that k[x,y]   =k[xp,yp,f];

B. [N-N, Theorem 4.4] k[x,y]d is a free k^ , ̂ -module for any single

k-derivation d.

In this note we generalize these two results; namely, we prove the following

theorem.
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Theorem. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, D ¿ 0 a family of k-

derivations of k[x, y]. Then

(i)   k[x ,y]    is a free k[xp ,yp]-module of rank p or 1 ;

(ii) there exist gx, ... , gp_x g k[x ,y]    smcä íAaí /t[x ,y]   = k[xp ,yp ,gx,

• • • > ̂ p-11 ■

Note that fc[x,y]    is always a two-dimensional normal domain; hence it is

Cohen-Macaulay. It is a natural question whether k[x ,y]    is regular. We shall

give a negative answer to this question by giving an example which is not locally

UFD. We shall also give an example showing that for n > 3, k[xx, ... ,xn]

may not be Cohen-Macaulay.

To prove the theorem, we need the following theorem (see [M], p. 140).

Theorem A. Let A be a regular local ring, and B a domain containing A which

is a finite A-module. Then B is free over A iffB is Cohen-Macaulay.

Proof of theorem. Denote A = k[x,y] . A is a finitely generated k[xp ,yp\-

module, as being a k^ .y^-submodule of k[x,y]. Let J' be a maximal

ideal of k[xp ,yp]. Then k\xp ,yp\A is a regular local ring, A^ is a finite

k\xp ,yp\j(-mod\Ae. Since A is a normal domain, A^ is normal. Note that

dimA^ = 2. Hence, by [M, Theorem 38, p. 124], A^ is Cohen-Macaulay.

Therefore, by using Theorem A, A^ is a free k[xp ,yp]^-module. It follows

that A is projective over k[xp ,yp]. Thus, by Seshadri [S] (see [L]), A =

k[x ,y]    is a free k[xp ,y]-module.

Assume that k[x ,y] , as a free k[xp ,yp]-module, has ranks. Let /,,...,

fs G fc[x,y] be a set of generators of k[xp ,yp]-module /c[x,y] . Denote

F - k(xp ,yp)[/1, ... ,fs]. Then F is the field of quotients of k[x ,y] since

fx, ... ,fs are integral over k(xp ,yr°). Denote t - [F: k(xp ,■/)]. Then t = 1,

p, or p . But t = p2 is impossible, as D / 0. Note that

F = k(xp,yp)®k[xPyP]k[x,y]D

and that k[x,y]D is a free k[xp^ymodule. If follows that fx, ... ,fs is

a basis of F over k(xp,yp), and hence s = t. Therefore s = 1 or p,

proving (i).

To prove (ii), we may assume that s = p and k[x,y] is generated by

fx, ... ,f  as a k[xp ,y]-module. We have

IlsEr«//'    r^klx'y],       i=\,...,p.
i=\

This means that (rx, ... , r ) is a unimodular row over k[x ,y]. Since k[x ,y]

is integral over k^ ,yp], (rx,...,r) must be a unimodular row over

k[xp,yr°]. Using Seshadri [S] (see [L]) again, (r,, ... ,rp) can be completed

asa/jxp matrix over k[xp ,i/] with determinant in A:*. Then a basis change
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gives a generating set {gx - 1, g2, ... , gp} of k[x ,y] as a k[xp ,y]-module.

Hence fc[x ,yf = k[xp ,yp, g2, ... , gp].   a

Note that for any family D of /¿-derivations, k[x,y]D is a two-dimensional

normal domain; hence it is Cohen-Macaulay. We here give an example showing

that k[x,y] may not be regular. Note that if k is of characteristic zero,

k[x ,y]    is always regular (see [N-N]).

Example 1. [N-N, Example 4.3] Let A: be a field of characteristic p > 0 and

let d be the A:-derivation of /c[x,y] defined by

We are going to show that A:[x,y] is not locally UFD. This implies that

fc[x,y] is not regular. Let JÍ — (x,y)k[x,y]nk[x,y] . Since k[x,y] is in-

tegral over k[x ,y] , J? is a maximal ideal of k[x ,y] . Denote A = k[x ,y] .

We claim that A^ is not a UFD. It is easy to check that xp ,y" ,xp~ y,

xyp~ G A . They are all irreducible elements in A since any proper factor of

them is not in k[x ,y] = A . We want to prove that xp ,yp,xp~xy, and xyr0-1

are all irreducible in A^ . Suppose, for example, that xp~ y is reducible in

Aj^. Then

K     h2

where gx,g2e^, hx,h2e A - Jf. Hence

gx81=xp~xyhxh2.

We may assume that y\g2 (in k[x ,y]). Then gx — xrh , where 1 < r < p - 1

and he.k[x,y] suchthat h\hxh2 (in k[x,y]). Since hx,h2e A-Jf, hxh2 £

(x,y)k[x ,y], hence h £ (x ,y)k[x,y]. We have d(xrh) — d(gx) = 0 since

gx€A. But

d(xh) = g^(xrh)x + Q^{xh)y

Therefore

r, r+\dh r    Oh
-rxh + x    -—\-xy— .

dx dy

L dh dh        i Mr
rh = -Xfa-y-Qy- e (x,y)k[x,y].

Noticing that r ^ 0(p), we have h G (x,y)k[x,y], which is a contradiction.

Hence xp  'y  is irreducible in A„.   Similarly,  xp ,yp, and xyp      are all

irreducible in A^ . We have

(xy)p=xp.yp = (xp-xy).(xyp-x).

To prove that A^ is not UFD, it suffices to prove that neither xp/xp~ y nor

xp/xyp~x  is a unit in A^.  But xp/xp~xy = x/y, xp/xyp~x = xp~ /yp~  .
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Therefore, to prove that Ajg is not UFD, it suffices to prove that xp x ¡yf £

Ajf . Suppose xp~x/yp~x G A^ . Then there exists an / g k[x,y] such that

xp~lf G A, y"'xf G A-Jt. But /"'/ G (x,y)k[x,y], implying that

yp~ f G (x ,y)k[x,y]C\A = Jf. This is a contradiction, proving the claim that

Ajg is not UFD.   G

If n > 3, k[xx,... , xn]    may not be Cohen-Macaulay, as will be shown by

the following example:

Example 2 [N-N, Example 4.6]. Let n > 3, and let d be the k-derivation of

k[xx, ... ,xn] defined by

d(f) = îlÊvx1>      fek[xx,...,xn].
i=l °Xi

Denote A = k[xp, ... ,x%], B = k[xx, ... ,xn]d . It is proved in [N-N] that B

is not a free /i-module. There exists a maximal ideal JK of A such that B^ is

not a free ^-module. Using Theorem A, B^ is not Cohen-Macaulay. Hence

there exists a maximal ideal /cfi such that Jf^A-Ji) = 0, (B^)^ = B^

is not Cohen-Macaulay. Therefore B is not Cohen-Macaulay.   o

Indeed one can prove, using Theorem A, that for any D, k[xx, ... ,xn]    is

Cohen-Macaulay if and only if it is free over k[x^,... ,x^].
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